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Perfect for children ages 5 and 6 who are in kindergarten, this science workbook contains

curriculum-aligned exercises on the fundamentals of science including changes in the weather,

comparing objects, animal and plant life cycles, and more.DK Workbooks: Science is an innovative

series of graded workbooks aligned to school curriculum that helps make learning easy and fun.

Each title is packed with exercises and activities to strengthen knowledge from the science lessons

taught in school. Developed in consultation with curriculum experts, these science workbooks

reinforce learning and understanding of key concepts such as force and motion, materials, and

ecosystems. A parents' section contains answers, tips, and guidance to provide support, and a

certificate of achievement will reinforce confidence in kids by rewarding their accomplishments.
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Great for what it is - introduction to science for young kids (4-5 year old). It covers one topic per

page in a very basic way. After finishing this workbook we moved to Daily Science Grade 1, which is

still basic enough for a 5 year old to grasp but much more thorough.

For homeschool science lessons, I am using the workbook DK Workbooks: Science, Kindergarten

to supplement our lessons. The workbook exercises on changes in the weather, comparing objects,



animal and plant life cycles, and other fundamentals of science such as force and motion, materials,

and ecosystems. Although not important to me, the workbook supports the Common Core State

Standards.

All-in-all, the DK Science Workbook is a good product, but it doesn't dive too far into the subject. My

daughter has fun with the lessons though. I'm happy with it.

We use these to supplement our home school activities. We LOVE DK Workbooks. Very clear,

concise instructions, great pictures, charts for tracking progress, and I LOVE the perforated pages,

however I've found over 2 years of purchasing these books that occasionally one book won't be

perforated and that makes it a little harder but still completely love the books and work.

This series of books is filled with good information that is easy to explain to childern and they seem

to actively enjoy completing the assignments.I purchased these books to help my child continue to

learn while on extended breaks. The grade level assigned to each book seems apropriate for the

material.I would recommend these learning tools to anyone trying to complement their child's

education.

The reward system, is a star sticker for EVERY SINGLE PAGE THAT HAS BEEN FINISHED!

Cheapens the "reward system" IMHO. Great content though, just not enough repetition/practicing of

each concept.

We used this workbook and the Pre-K version to introduce science to Mayhem. IME,

experiments-based science is the key to engaging young children, and this workbook has just

enough of the fun stuff to keep kids hooked without making constant Mr. Wizard work for parents.

We tend to allow Mayhem to follow his own interests in science, art, music free we introduce

lessons, and this book helped start a lot of conversations on various topics, like physics, astronomy,

biology, and chemistry. Mayhem was really excited for "science work" every day. He seems to have

retained what he learned and remains excited about it all, and in fact, we have planted our fava

bean sprouting experiment in the garden, where the sprouts are putting out healthy tendrils. We

rather quickly completed and moved on from the DK workbooks to a curriculum I put together with

several books, but we still plan to use the First Grade version to supplement next year's science

curriculum.



All DK workbooks have made it easy to teach my daughter the essentials. Best homeschooling

books I have found that are easy to work with and my daughter doesn't feel overwhelmed. I will

continue to buy these workbooks!
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